Date
Location
Fish Species
Fish Caught
Flies Used
Techniques
Comments

Time
Early September
Copper Basin Area; Sun Valley, ID Weather
Size Range
Golden, Cutthroat, RB, Grayling
Several Golden & Cutthroat
Mostly Elk Hair Caddis; Adams
Dry Fly
More Golden Trout in beautiful country!

All Day
Clear
10 – 16”

Copper Basin is located between Sun Valley and Mackay. It separates the Pioneer and
White Knob Mountain Ranges. It is a spot that many aren’t familiar with and offers great
back country hiking, hunting and fishing. I saw Mountain Goat, Moose, Antelope, Deer,
Elk bugling and my first Pine Marten. The area is a high Sage Brush flat surrounded by a
mix of Pine and Aspen hills and Granite Peaks. I spent one night at Big Lake to the east
of the basin and one night at Baptie Lake on the west side of the basin. I started out at
noon and ended at noon on both trips which were both about 15 miles each.
Lakes up Lake Creek drainage in the White Knob Mountains: Golden (Golden), Big (Cut,
RB), Rough (Cut, RB), Long (RB), Round (Grayling).
Lakes up Broad Canyon drainage in the Pioneer Mountains: Betty (Cut), Goat (Cut) &
Baptie (Golden, Grayling)

Copper Basin looking west toward the Pioneer Mountains

I spent the first night at Big Lake which had some big hybrids. The trail to all five lakes is
mechanized as well. I thought four-wheelers could only go part way up but you could
drive to the lakes edge on four of them. That really surprised me after seeing the scenery.
There were even cattle and a picnic table at one of the lakes. If I’d have known that
before the hike I would have chosen a different trail but it was still a nice hike and I only
saw a few people.
This is a rare setting. Take advantage of this place if you don’t hike and still want to land
a Golden Trout or float tube on a scenic alpine lake. Here is a brief synopsis of each lake:
Golden: Don’t forget your small tippet. I forgot my 2lb tippet and had dozens of Golden
Trout refuse my fly. You can see all the action from the ledges around the lake. The only
way I could catch them was cast my fly into the rings from the rise after they surfaced.

A Golden Trout from Golden Lake

Big: This lake had several nice sized fish to 17” and larger I’m sure. They were fat
healthy hybrids. They put up a good fight and leaped from the water. I chose the right
lake to camp at.

A nice 17” hybrid from Big Lake

Rough: Rough had a lot of small Cutthroat and Rainbow. It also had cows.
Long: Long Lake is managed as a trophy trout lake starting this year. In my opinion it
will be a long time before there are big fish. I saw a lot of small Rainbows in a shallow
lake. They must know something I don’t.
Speaking of management; there is a picnic table at the lake. You can sit down and eat
your dutch oven cobbler while hearing four wheelers and cows moo. Surprisingly, I did
hear an Elk bugle between moos and did see a Moose nearby. The cows even have
Beaver ponds down the trail they can cool off in. This must be Idaho’s sacrificial alpine
setting for whatever reason. Strange! It’s a very scenic area. I think somebody needs to
go find an endangered Salamander in the area. Does a Pine Marten count? It’s the first
one I’ve ever seen!

Pine Marten

Round: Round Lake holds Grayling. They were all rising in the middle since the sides
were shallow with a few exceptions along the east side. Evening fishing may lure them to
the edges but I’d bring a float tube if you want to fish this lake. You typically fish
Grayling with nymphs a little deeper even though I’ve caught them on dries. They were
rising here!

Round Lake

Big Lake

Rough Lake

(I hope I didn’t get any cows or four wheelers in these pictures)

Long Lake (below)

I spent the second night at Baptie Lake. It was spectacular! This section of the Pioneer
Mountains reminds me of the White Clouds which can be seen in the distance from the
peak I climbed. This is one of my favorite hikes. There are cows at the beginning of the
canyon wading in the Beaver Ponds but I didn’t notice them up high.

Beaver Ponds at the beginning of the Broad Canyon hike

Walking below the huge cliffs near the top of the canyon is awe inspiring. It is a steep
hike. I didn’t pay attention to the elevation gain and it’s probably better that I didn’t
know. It is a very serene, fragile alpine setting that is hard to beat in Idaho.
Once I made it to the lake I set up camp and tried fishing. The lake was dead. I decided to
leave Baptie Lake for the evening rise knowing there were Grayling and Golden. Evening
and Golden’s work well together. Instead, I hiked ¼ mile up to Goat Lake for Cutthroat
since they aren’t as particular. The first fish I saw was the largest Cutthroat I have
personally seen in any alpine lake I have visited. It easily cleared 20” and was solid.
I didn’t get too excited because I realized the chance of catching it was futile. I only had
my 4.5 lb tippet on a clear lake of glass. I waited for a little wind to riffle the water but no
such luck. I was beating myself up for forgetting my smaller tippet. I tied on a hopper and
made a splashy cast near the shore but close enough to alert the fish. I figured my only
chance was casting into shallow water where the fish had a harder time examining the fly.
It has worked for me several times before.

It worked as the fish turned and swam the direction of the fly. I was on a rock watching
the whole thing take place. Watching the action is one of the things I enjoy about fishing
alpine lakes. It feels like you’re hunting and fishing as you sight fish.
It was obvious when the Lunker spotted my fly as it increased speed toward the hopper. It
slowed, went cross-eyed looking at it and then turned and swam off as I held my breath. I
didn’t hold that fish but I sure got a nice look at it and it was awesome!
While waiting for a breeze, I walked down the shore to peer off the outlet toward Baptie
Lake. There was still no action below. I tied on a Caddis and relaxed.

Looking at Baptie Lake from the outlet of Goat Lake

The breeze did come and the action was fierce. The wind can be your best friend or your
worst enemy while dry fly fishing alpine lakes. I caught several Cutthroat to 14”. I had
seen several much larger but didn’t catch any. They were healthy fish that could bend the
rod. I can’t imagine how fun fighting the big one would have been.

The alpenglow was beautiful back at Baptie Lake that evening. The fish were rising and I
was landing Golden Trout. My hope was to catch a Grayling which weren’t at the surface
based upon the number of Golden’s I was catching. I wasn’t about to fish a nymph. I
continued to catch Golden’s by casting to the many rings on the water as they divulged
there whereabouts. It is an evening I’ll always cherish.

The alpenglow at Baptie Lake

A 12” Golden from Baptie Lake

The next morning I awoke early and was hiking over the pass to Betty Lake before the
first ray of the sun hit me. I felt like I was on top of the world. I only saw one other
couple at this point.

Goat Lake from the pass to Betty Lake

As I approached Betty Lake I noticed a Mountain Goat leaving the lake to hit the high
country. That was the reward for getting up early. I got to the lake and caught several
average sized Cutthroat with just the right breeze. I was expecting some rain on the trip
based upon the forecast but it only amounted to a few light showers here and there.
I decided to hike up to another pass to view Surprise Valley. The views were so awesome
that I decided to keep climbing to the top of the nearest peak. It was the Peak just north of
11, 878’ Standhope Peak. I would climb Standhope Peak knowing what I know now. You
could walk to the top from the trail between Goat and Betty lakes. I could see Castle Peak
in the White Clouds and the Lost River Range which prides itself with the highest peaks
in the state. It was some beautiful country and a nice addition to the trip.

Surprise Valley

I highly suggest this as an overnight trip if you want to see some of the best Idaho has to
offer. I rate this amongst my favorite alpine hikes of the White Clouds, Bighorn Crags,
Sawtooths, Seven Devils and Lost River Range. I still haven’t hiked the Selkirk’s or the
Continental Divide bordering the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness but that time is coming
soon.

Angel Lake with the White Cloud peaks in the background

Betty Lake (below)

